TYVEK POUCH SAMPLE CUTTER

QUICK, SIMPLE, ACCURATE

This sample cutter has been engineered to produce consistent samples for seal strength testing. Using aircraft grade aluminum and stainless steel, this clean room friendly cutter easily cuts Tyvek, foils, paperboard, and other films in 3” x 1” samples. The sample cutter is designed to last for many years by having a replaceable cutting blade. The user serviceable blade can be easily and safely changed in minutes.

02-4100 - Manual Pouch/Sample Cutter $1750
02-4110 - 3” X 1” – Cutting Die – Wood Base $175
02-4120 - 3” X 1” – Cutting Die – Acrylic Base $225
02-4130 - 12-Pack Polycarbonate Cutting Pads $29
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